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Eurofighter Typhoon by Fiona Benson
My daughters are playing outside with plastic hoops;
the elder is trying to hula, over and over –
it falls off her hips, but she keeps trying,
and the younger is watching and giggling,
and they’re happy in the bright afternoon.
I’m indoors at the hob with the door open
so I can see them, because the elder might trip,
and the younger is still a baby and liable to eat dirt,
when out of clear skies a jet comes in low
over the village. At the first muted roar
the elder runs in squealing then stops in the kitchen,
her eyes adjusting to the dimness, looking foolish
and unsure. I drop the spoon and bag of peas
and leave her frightened and tittering, wiping my hands
on my jeans, trying to walk and not run,
because I don’t want to scare the baby
who’s still sat on the patio alone, looking for her sister,
bewildered, trying to figure why she’s gone –
all this in the odd, dead pause of the lag –
then sound catches up with the plane
and now its grey belly’s right over our house
with a metallic, grinding scream
like the sky’s being chainsawed open
and the baby’s face drops to a square of pure fear,
she tips forward and flattens her body on the ground
and presses her face into the concrete slab.
I scoop her up and she presses in shuddering,
screaming her strange, halt pain cry
and it’s all right now I tell her again and again,
but it’s never all right now – Christ have mercy –
my daughter in my arms can’t steady me –
always some woman is running to catch up her children,
we dig them out of the rubble in parts like plaster dolls –
Mary Mother of God have mercy, mercy on us all.
From Vertigo & Ghost, published by Cape Poetry
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Clapping Game by Niall Campbell
(where [*] represents a clap of the hands)
The blue [*] night was on the [*][*] hill
and my [*] mind was working strangely
after a [*][*] day of [*][*] games
and then [*] and then [*][*], pouring out
some [*] red wine, and watching [*][*]
as the [*][*] moon took its high position,
above the [*][*] house, seeming like a [*]
stamp of something like [*][*] happiness,
I reached the point where the clapping stopped
and quiet in the house, night in the garden,
I was free to play that different game;
up late with the world, my small life leapt,
I rolled its dice across the writing desk.
From Noctuary, published by Bloodaxe Books
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We Lived Happily during the War by Ilya Kaminsky
And when they bombed other people’s houses, we
protested
but not enough, we opposed them but not
enough. I was
in my bed, around my bed America
was falling: invisible house by invisible house by invisible house—
I took a chair outside and watched the sun.
In the sixth month
of a disastrous reign in the house of money
in the street of money in the city of money in the country of money,
our great country of money, we (forgive us)
lived happily during the war.
From Deaf Republic, published by Faber & Faber
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Dubrovnik by Vidyan Ravinthiran
I watch you swim far out from my deckchair,
a black dot amid white glitter. Later,
you insist I reverse down the ladder
slowly – where you leapt in. But the odour,
the giant freeze of the sea and its gross judder
– which I describe, but could never prepare for,
once you’ve climbed out, you don’t remember –
kept me paddling tamely by the shore
grasping the rungs of my own ribs. In Sri Lanka,
the tide licked icily up and over
my bitten legs in the sun-smitten sand – my mother,
hating it, snatched me away before
I was pulled in and under and lost forever.
Yours, when she swam out to sea, took you with her.
From The Million-Petalled Flower of Being Here, published by Bloodaxe Books
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Scenes from a Bright Town by Helen Tookey
		… a bright, clean-looking town…
				
Ward Lock Guide to Wales, 1966
Eight a.m.
the long beach is almost empty
and the sea is quiet, its attention elsewhere
like a small girl in Sunday school
who sits on a hard chair, half-attending
pleating and unpleating
the hem of her skirt

Sycamore
and at the upstairs window the sycamore tree
rustling its bunches of yellow keys
as though to say there are doors not tried
as though to say there are other ways

Garden
not midnight exactly – three minutes past
by the kitchen clock
but the garden is sudden and strange in the moonlight:
thorn trees, battlements, everything a knife-edge
version of itself, sky a scumble
of silver clouds, and the garden become
a gleaming box, a Schauspielhaus
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Castle Sands
but this beach is made from fragments of shell
thinnest flakings of mother-of-pearl
as though a child had run with a stick
through a city built of fine bone china
had run and run and kept on running
till he ran himself clean out of story
and we now in some far future
sift the pieces through our fingers
try to reconstruct the city
From City of Departures, published by Carcanet
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Perseverance by Raymond Antrobus
‘Love is the man overstanding’
Peter Tosh
I wait outside the perseverance.
Just popping in here a minute.
I’d heard him say it many times before
like all kids with a drinking father,
watch him disappear
into smoke and laughter.
There is no such thing as too much laughter,
my father says, drinking in the perseverance
until everything disappears —
I’m outside counting minutes,
waiting for the man, my father
to finish his shot and take me home before
it gets dark. We’ve been here before,
no such thing as too much laughter
unless you’re my mother without my father,
working weekends while the perseverance
spits him out for a minute.
He gives me 50p to make me disappear.
50p in my hand, I disappear
like a coin in a parking meter before
the time runs out. How many minutes
will I lose listening to the laughter
spilling from the perseverance
while strangers ask, where is your father?
I stare at the doors and say, my father
is working. Strangers who don’t disappear
but hug me for my perseverance.
Dad said this will be the last time before,
while the TV spilled canned laughter,
us, on the sofa in his council flat, knowing any minute
the yams will boil, any minute,
I will eat again with my father,
who cooks and serves laughter
good as any Jamaican who disappeared
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from the Island I tasted before
overstanding our heat and perseverance.
I still hear popping in for a minute, see him disappear.
We lose our fathers before we know it.
I am still outside the perseverance, listening for the laughter.
From The Perseverance, published by Penned in the Margins
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Flowers by Jay Bernard
Will anybody speak of this
the way the flowers do,
the way the common speaks
of the fearless dying leaves?
Will anybody speak of this the way
the common does, the way
the fearless dying leaves
speak of the coming cold?
Will anybody speak of this
the way the fearless dying leaves
speak of the coming cold
and the quiet it will bring?
Will anybody speak of this
the coming of the cold,
the quiet it will bring,
the fire we beheld?
Will anybody speak of this
the quiet it will bring
the fire we beheld,
the garlands at the gate?
Will anybody speak of this
the fire we beheld
the garlands at the gate,
the way the flowers do?
From Surge, published by Chatto & Windus

Our Notes to Help You
In the collection from which this poem is taken, Jay Bernard explains how it came out of reading archive material
about the New Cross Fire in 1981, where thirteen young black people died and twenty-seven others were injured.
The poet draws links to more recent events, in particular the Grenfell Tower Fire of June 2017.
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I was being crushed to death by David Cain
You were that squashed with all of the people around you.
You were praying for there to be an elbow movement,
an arm movement,
So that you could move your diaphragm and take in a little bit of
air.
e 20-footstep journey took 20 minutes.
It wasn’t so much a decision
just a survival instinct,
to get through the turnstile,
worm and push and wriggle and duck and dive
and try to get to the front before the panic sets in.
I ended up face blank stuck against the brick wall
A bit like rubbing yourself against a piece of solid sandpaper.
horrible sharp
nothing nice or rounded or polished
just the sharp
stark
From Truth Street: a Hillsborough Poem, published by Smokestack Books

Our Notes to Help You
Truth Street is subtitled ‘A Hillsborough Poem’ and is dedicated to ‘the ninety-six people who lost their lives at
Hillsborough in 1989.’ It draws on eye-witness testimonies from the survivors at the second inquest.
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The Starfish by Isabel Galleymore
creeps like expired meat –
fizzy-skinned, pentamerously-legged,
her underfur of sucking feet
shivers upon an immobile mussel
whose navy mackintosh is zipped
against the anchor of this fat paw,
this seemingly soft nutcracker who exerts
such pressure until the mussel’s jaw
drops a single millimetre. Into this cleft
she’ll press the shopping bag of her stomach
and turn the mollusc into broth,
haul in the goods and stumble off,
leaving a vacant cubicle,
a prayer come apart.

From Significant Other, published by Carcanet
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Donut secret 2 by Stephen Sexton
It is winter in the Ulster Hospital and winter outdoors
and winter in our hemisphere the tilt of the planet says so.
Since she has lost her sense of taste we have dinner in McDonald’s.
If I’m going to die she says might as well go to McDonald’s.
The kitchen bleeps and chirps and blips the cryptolect of ICU’s
whose automatic song desires no singer’s articulation.
Her hair is thin under the light and surgery will be discussed
tonight while fleets of gritters salt all the main arterial routes.
The country roads we travel home by purple and glisten with frost
underneath the constellations and the Sagittarian moon.
From If All the World and Love Were Young, published by Penguin Books
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